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The distance from the southern limits to the northern limits of the Province of Newfoundland
and Labrador, is 1500 km, i.e., from Cape Freels at the southern tip of the Avalon Peninsula (46°36'
N) to Cape Chidley on the tip of Labrador (60°20' N). Labrador has an area of 294,330 km2

compared to 111,390 km2 for the Island of Newfoundland. As the crow flies, the Labrador coast
extends from the Straights of Bell Isle to Cape Chidley (60° 20' N) - a distance of 1200 km. The coast
is indented with many fiords, the largest and longest being Hamilton Inlet which extends inland about
240 km.

The forest inventory survey for Labrador (Markland) does not extend northwards of 56°N,
i.e., just north of Davis Inlet. Below 56°N there is approximately 55,000 km2 of productive forest
(i.e., potentially commercial stands) - with most of the “big timber type” forest of fir-spruce-birch
located on the north side of Lake Melville.

However, the northern limit of the tree-line extends to Napartokh Bay (57°50'N) and an
outlier at the western end of Hebron Fiord. To indigenous peoples, Norse mariners, Moravians
missionaries and other early European settlers considered the scrub forest (tuckamore) as a valuable
life-sustaining natural resources for heat, shelter and crafts. From that perspective, the useful forested
area is probably in the region 150,000 km2, i.e., approximately 50% of the land surface of Labrador.

CLIMATE OF MARKLAND

With its rugged rock and, a bleak fiorded coast, and largely unexplored interior, Labrador
is one of the most unspoiled parts of Canada. The climate of Labrador is more subarctic than the
Atlantic. Because it is on the eastern side of the continent, the predominant flow of air masses is off
the land. This means that the interior of Labrador has a characteristically continental climate with
strong seasonal contrasts in temperature and humidity and low mean wind speeds compared to the
insular climate of southern coastal Labrador and the island of Newfoundland. The rugged Torngat
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Mountains in the north, with peaks above 1500 m, and the Mealy Mountains in the south, with peaks
about 1200 m, confines the moderating influence of the Atlantic Ocean to the rocky islands and near-
shore.

In winter, when the Atlantic air is occasionally relatively mild, the weather is cloudy and
snowy and often blizzards. In the interior Labrador, the climate is much more continental, much less
windy to the extent that the polar ice, which is mostly gone from most of the Labrador coast during
the growing season, does not have as much influence on forest growth as continental weather
systems do. Consequently, along the coast in summer, a cool onshore easterly winds blowing off the
Labrador Current, retards the onset of spring often bringing with it freezing rain, drizzle and fog,
which depresses tree growth in summer.

As the maps of monthly sea ice cover shows, most of the Labrador coast is ice usually bound
from December to June. Offshore, when the pack ice retreats north, hundreds of icebergs and
growlers track south to and, quite often, beyond the 48° latitude. The following excerpt from
George Cartwright’s Labrador: A Poetical Epistle (Townsend, 1911) is a beautiful description how
the ice controls the rhythm of life on the Labrador coast. Given the tranquility and bountiful game
and unimaginably vast forests, little wonder that Cartwright called his principle residence Paradise.

We’ll shift the Scene, and to the Woods repair,
And see what various Works are doing there.
In yonder Birchen grove, there lives a Crew,
Employ’d in mending Casks, and making new.
This wood of Spruce, which rises to the sky,
The fish’ry’s future Shipping will supply.
Some fell the Trees, and some saw out Stock,
Whilst others form the Vessel in the Dock.
In these Employments, Winter’s passed away;
No change is found, till near the approach of May.
Returning small Birds then the Country fill,
And Cock-grouse chatter on each barren Hill.
The Ice parts from the Shore, and now the Ducks
Their Northward course beat back in Num’rous flocks.
Deer in small Herds the same route bend their way,
Affording pastime for your Gun each day,
And Ocean, now awake, begins to heave.
And swelling Rivers, from their Bonds set free.
The Woodmen now with Sledges, on the snow,
Their Winter’s Work draw out and homeward go.
What’s yet to do, must instantly be done,
For other Work must shortly begun.
Shallops now launched, the Crews no longer stay,
But in their boats, bring all their work away.
In such like Toils and Sports, the Year goes round,
And for each day, some Work or Pleasure’s found.
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1Polar sea ice maps courtesy of Dr. Peter Schwietzer, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston,
Virginia, U.S.A.
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2Source: Water Resources Atlas of Newfoundland and Labrador, Government of Newfoundland,
Department of Environment and Labour (Water Branch), St. John’s) 1992

Inland, the freeze-up period of fresh water is approximately of the same duration as coastal
sea ice. On both sides of the Straits of Belle Isle, and along the coast of southeastern Labrador, the
lakes and ponds are usually frozen from late October to late May (about 135 days on average). In
the forested areas in south-central Labrador, the ponds and lakes are frozen late October to late-May
or early-June. The figure below shows the mean annual days between freeze-up and spring thaw for
selected hydrometric stations in northern Newfoundland and Labrador2
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Fall WinterSummerSpring

Temperature (°C)

Temperatures

Winters are very cold, with typical daytime temperatures for January between -10° and
-15°C. An occasional incursion of Atlantic air will warm up the coastal region. The growing season
is brief and cool along the coast because of the cold Labrador Current. July average temperatures
are from 8° to 10°C along the coast but are 3° to 5°C warmer in the interior. The pleasantness of the
summer day along the coast is often determined by the wind direction: for example, westerly winds
bring clear, mild continental air; whereas easterlies, blowing off the Labrador Current, bring cold,
cloudy, and moist weather and often freezing rain in the fall and spring shoulders.
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Snowfall (cm)

Precipitation as Rain and Snow (mm)

Precipitation

Precipitation is heaviest in the south and decreases northwards. On the whole it is much lighter
than in Newfoundland, although amounts can vary considerably from year to year. Southern
Labrador is not unlike the moist northern shores of Newfoundland, with 1000 mm, as a typical yearly
fall of precipitation. About 45% of this occurs as snow. Over much of Labrador 800 mm is a more
typical amount, with about half of it snow. In summer, rainfall is quite reliable, with seasonal totals
seldom less than 175 mm in the north and 275 mm in the south.

Snowfall is
heavy, with Churchill
Falls in the interior
having 481 cm, making
it one of the snowiest
places in Canada.
Goose Bay has a mean
snowfall of 445 cm. In
the south, Cartwright
averages 440 cm, and in
the north Nain is typical
with 424 cm. - The
ground is snow-covered
for eight months in the
far north and for six
months in the south.
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FORESTS

The most detailed description of forests of Labrador to date is W.C.Wilton’s “The Forests of
Labrador” published in 1965.
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Although the classifications system is based on a forester’s perception of forests as timber
resource, Wilton description of the forest ecosystems and silvics of principle tree species is very
detailed, especially with respect to the influence of climate and elevation on forest distribution.

The basic forest types of Labrador listed by Wilton are:
Forest Type Moisture

Regime
Undisturbed Stands Fire Type Stands Cutover Stands

Main Species Associate Main Species Associates Main Species Associates

Spruce/Lichen Very dry Black spruce Tamarack,
white spruce

Black spruce Tamarack,
white spruce

Spruce-
fir/Feathermoss

Dry Black spruce,
balsam fir

White birch Black spruce White birch,
tamarack

Balsam fir Black spruce,
white birch

Fir-spruce-
birch/Rich herb

Moist Balsam fir,
white spruce,
white birch

Black spruce Black spruce,
white spruce

Tamarack,
balsam fir,
white spruce

Balsam fir White spruce,
white birch

Spruce-
fir/Dwarf shrub

Wet Black spruce,
balsam fir

White birch,
white spruce

Balsam fir
black spruce

White birch

Spruce.Sphagnu
m

Very Wet Black spruce Balsam fir,
tamarack

A more recent map
produced by Driemen Curtis Inc.
fo r t he G o ve r nme nt o f
Newfoundland and Labrador,
shows the extent of recent burns
and cuttings, hardwood scrub.
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Black spruce-feathermoss forest is the
most common type in LabradorBlack spruce-balsam fir forest on the moist, rich

soils of the embankments of a lakes

Taiga with predominantly black spruce on
ridges of tillalternating with lakes is common
in the interior of Labrador.

Black spruce-lichen forest is frequent on
river terraces and sand dune formations
and on dry soils of drumlins.

A young, even-aged stand of
thinned balsam fir
regenerating on a ‘big timber
type” site in the Lake Melville
area.

Black spruce-fir-shrub type forest
is common on poorly drained
sites.
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3Source: Trees in Canada 1995. John Laird Farrar, Fitzhenry and Whiteside and Canadian
Forest Service.

TamarackWhite spruceBalsam firBlack spruce

Trembling aspenWhite birch Balsam poplar

Showy mountain ash Pin CherryAmerican ash

Speckled alder Bebb willow Pussy willow

There are 13 species of trees in Labrador. The maps show the distribution of the tree
species3. The definition of a tree is relative given that, over much of a species’ range in Labrador and
the Island of Newfoundland, their stature varies from carpet-like (low tuckamore) to shrubs and
short scrubby woodlands (high tuckamore) to true tall-tree forest.
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Trembling aspen which colonized an old
burn and will soon be replaced by an
understory of balsam fir, black spruce and
some white spruce

A fine stand of balsam poplar west of
Goose Bay on the Shore of Lake
Melville.

Black spruce-feathermoss stand

Tamarack, still known by its ancient coloquial
name Juniper, protrudes above the fir and black
spruce in southern Labrador. Tamarack becomes
increasingly more common towards the north of
its range.

We passed the night in Mary’Harbour (June 6th)....... Sailed up the
(June 7th)........On examination of the timber we found a great
number of white spruce trees, which were tall, clear, and straight;
from six, to nine feet in circumference.

George Cartwright
Saturday, June 8, 1771.

It is doubtful if such trees (probably white
spruce) of dimensions (1.8 - 2.7m diameter) which Cartwright saw at the mouth of Alexis River still
exist in Labrador. Wilton measured white spruce at 32 m tall and 89cm diameter breast height). So
there is still some impressive “big timber types” in the interior of Labrador.
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Forest Migration

Many global warming pundits imply that the boreal forest (i.e., the classic spruce/fir forests)
will move northward up to 700 km within the next century or so. This is absurd because, despite all
the warming and cooling cycles, and apart from small oscillations in the taiga-tundra ecotone, the tree-
line is has barely shifted over the past millennium or two (Robertson, 1991).

Like most, if not all biomes, the boreal forest biome is an exceptionally dynamic system,
composed temporary assemblages initiated and controlled changes in environmental conditions and
does not move en mass in response to relatively short-term climatic warming or cooling. In any case,
migration rate of forest treelines is only as fast as the rate of development of suitable niches permit.
For example, The ability of the subarctic forest ecosystems to track a warming trend is measured in
terms of a few hundred metres per century; whereas, along the southernmost edge of the boreal forest,
the northward extension of a few species, such as beech and oak, is measured in terms of a few
hundred metres per year. Further more, the replacement of an entire ecosystem, e.g., red spruce by
hardwoods and vice versa, will be delayed by a century or more in response to either a warming or
cooling trend. This is partly due to slow seed dispersal but mostly due to a lag in soil development.

Tree genera with light, wind-dispersed seeds do not necessarilymigrate faster thangenera with
heavy, animal-dispersed seeds. Nevertheless, winds associated with shifts in the mean seasonal track
of the ‘jet stream’ (often inappropriately referred to as the ‘Arctic Front”) affects the ebb and flow
of tree species migration along the taiga-tundra ecotone. In north central Russia, the growth and
distribution of larch (Larix spp) indicate a 140-160 year cycles of the tree line fluctuation in response
to climatic change, compared to 60-80 year cycles in the expansion of the boreal forest biome. In
Lapland, cold arctic winds have a much more direct effect on the growth of Scots pine that
precipitation and temperature per se. By contrast, northeasterly winds with a very low relative
humidity are primarily responsible for dispersal of birch seed in south Iceland (Arradottir and
Robertson, 1996).

The only major changes that have occured in Labrador forests since the Norse era, are mostly
due to natural causes such as wild fires, storm damage and, ecological succession. Of course, in
coastal areas a limited amount of timber harvesting has been done by First Nations peoples and
probably the Greenlanders. With the arrival of Basque in southern Labrador and European colonists
with their steels saws and axes, most of the large trees (such as the large (white spruce) 1.8-2.7 m in
diameter observed by George Cartwright in 1771) along the coastline would have be harvested.
Large-scale logging operations in the more accessible parts of southern and central, did not begin
until the 20th century. However, on the whole, Labrador’s (Markland) forests is the still the largest
tract of virgin boreal forest in eastern North America.

Therefore, under pristine natural conditions there will be a considerable lag in the response of
taiga-tundra ecotone to any abnormal warming trend, whatever the cause. However, the scale of
human disturbances on Labrador’s forests will override any natural responses to climatic and edaphic
changes. Of course, archaeologist’s, search for vectors of past human disturbances such as the
transformation from slow-growing, shade-tolerant (coniferous) species to light-demanding pioneer
species (birch and alder) and abnormal plant-assemblages.
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4For further reading on the wave forest/tuckamore formation see Robertson (1993) in bibliography

Carpets ofbalsam fir and black spruce
are common on in ssouthern labrador
are genetically adapted to persistent
laminar flow near the surface

Wave like balsam fir tuckamore (2-3 m tall) created and
maintained by persistent strong, cool and moist helical
roll vortices. Freezing rain contributes to the shape of the
wave tuckamore, as dowind-borne ice-crystals picked up
from the pack-ice offshore and snow pack onshore in
winter.

A common strategy of balsam fir in cool
climates too cold for seed maturation is to
propagate vegetatively (i.e., layering of
epicormic shoots which are pressed down to
soil surface bythe weight of snow and freezing
rain

Because of the cool summers, trees in this
wavetuckamorerarely, if ever produce seed.
Since it reproduces from epicormic shoots
(by layering) it is technicallya wind-shaped
clonal forest.

The Venerable Tuckamore

On either side of the Straits of Belle Isle, forests and
tuckamore fight a constant battle against laminar airflow. Strong
laminar flow is persistent on the barrens, where genetic adaption
in the form of stunted trees and scrubs forest (tuckamore)
develop. The high tuckamore along the south coast of Labrador,
usually balsam, regenerates almost exclusively by layering.
Whereas, at L’anse aux Meadows they regenerate mainly by seed
and to a lesser extent by layering.4
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Tools and weapons
Blacksmith’s tools A wonderful array of wood

products

The Bayeux Tapestry illustrating how ships
planks are rendered from small dimension trees There is are no records of Norse having built

wooden cabins. But it was well witthin their
capability and likely that they did build cabins and
houses.

Forest Utilization

There is the famous first impression of a 15th century traveller who called Labrador “the land
God gave to Cain.” Similarly, Wilton (1965) draws attention to an inscription on a Spanish map
drawn by Ribero in 1529 that “Labrador was discovered by the English; there is nothing in it of any
value. Of course, the indigenous peoples knew better. As did Leif Eiriksson the Lucky.
Erik the Red’s saga states “This land will be named for what it has to offer and called it Markland
(Forest land).

Considering the tools the Norse mariners had to work
with and their artisanship (see photographs Norse tools and
utilities from the period 800-1010 AD.), most of the trees
they encountered, particularly the black spruce-feathermoss
stands, in the sheltered bays were in the range of 10-12 m tall
and 18-20cm diameter - perfect dimensions for their needs.

For general use, such as fuel, huts, barrels and utensils, easily-worked wood of black spruce
and balsam fir were in abundance. White birch, though it infrequently formed pure stands, was
abundant for making charcoal and staves for barrels and items requiring hard wood - like a húsasnotra
for example. The following photographs, courtesy of the University of National Antiquities in Olso,
illustrate Norse tools from the period 800-1010 AD and dexterity with which they used them.
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A wild fire reveals the gnarly,
streamlined structure of balsam fir
tuckamore. The author, who has
studied tuckamore for over 30 years,
describes working in as forest where
one “...enters with a pair of trousers
and comes out with kilt.”

Gleanings from the tuckamore is said to
yield sticks in every shape of the
alphabet - except the letter I.

Perhaps the most important tree species was tamarack (Larix larcina), known to 17th century
European settlers as ‘juniper’. From a mariner’s point of view, tamarack is rot-resistant, tough and
holds a nail exceptionally well compared to spruce. In many ways, tamarack has wood properties
similar to oak and, therefore, prized by shipwrights.

“The Larch (Pinus larix) which is here Calld Juniper & which is said to make better
timber for shipping especially mast than any tree the Countrey affords ....”

Joseph Banks May 20, 1766

Early European settlers, like Cartwright and the Moravian missionaries, note that the rind
from tamarack was used for roofing tiles on their cabins. And, of course, the Norse probably brewed
spruce, larch and birch beer, and condiments from bog myrtle and other shrubs, to flavour the meat-
of-the-day.

While timber merchants today would scorn the tuckamore, which dominates much of the
headlands along the coastal fringe and inland barrens, as useless scrub, early shipwrights and artisans
saw it quite differently, viz.,

“Had not nature disposed them to shoot their roots
horizontally, the adventurers in that country would
have found a great difficulty in building vessels of any
kind for it is the root, with part of the trunk the tree,
that most timbers are cut; no other timbers will supply
proper stems, and other particular timbers.”

George Cartwright (1778)

Tuckamore is a streamlined adaptation to a harsh climate
such that tree canopies produce dense foliage and shift most of
their wood production below ground into thickened roots at the
expense height growth. It was the great variety of shapes and
thickness of wood in the root-plate and root-collar which made
tuckamore a valuable commodity for early mariners and their
shipwrights. It is said that logs from the tuckamore come in
every shape of the alphabet - except the letter I. Even spruce
and fir burls, which Pall Bergthorsson (2000) thinks the
elaborately carved húsasnotra is made from, can be found in
abundance in the tuckamore (although Pall thinks that it is burls
from maples or birch).

Regardless of whether the Norse explorers from Leif
Eiriksson to Freydis Eiriksdottir took time to stop and utilize
Markland’s bountiful timber, the one item they had to stop and
replace were the rope-like tree roots. These were necessary for
tying the planks of the hull to ribs of the ship and also bindings
on the mast and sail and other onboard ship purposes
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Starrigans - stacks of wood cut from the tuckamore - are a common sight in coastal
communities of Labrador.

(Bergthorsson 2000). In fact, a coil of roots was found at the L’anse aux Meadows site (Wallace
1986). The longest and most uniform tree roots are found fringes of gaps of clonal tuckamore (i.e.,
tuckamore that regenerates exclusively by layering) and also roots radiating out into the barren soils
from isolated trees and clumps.

As George Cartwright implies, the natural shape of roots collars, stems and branches provide
boat builders, past and present, with keels, prows, ribs and, boles are tall enough, planks.

Some scholars suggest that it would be necessary to sail beyond Newfoundland to find ideal
wood for boat construction -especially for the keel, ribs, thwarts and gunwales; i.e., preferably oak.
However, in the era of wooden galleons, the British Royal Navy found juniper (tamarack) to be an
ideal substitute for oak. In fact, it is still widely used in boat building in eastern Canada including for
one of the most famous schooners in history - The Bluenose and its replica Bluenose II. Also, coffins
made of tamarack were found in a cemetery at Herjolfsnes in Greenland. Although the tamarack could
have been driftwood, nevertheless, there are indications of early voyages from Greenland in the 14th

century indicating that Greenlanders sailed to Markland timber, where larch is abundant. It is
intriguing to think that the Norse knew of tamarack’s rot-resistant properties.

Besides, if the Norse bypassed the ‘big timber type” woods the fiords from Lake Melville to
Port Hope Simpson en route to Leif’s camp at L’anse aux Meadow’s, they would found equally ‘big
timbers’ within less than a half day (dægur) sail to Main Brook (Hare Bay) and Roddickton on the
eastern shore of the Great Northern Peninsula. Alternatively, they could have sailed down the west
side of the peninsula to Port Saunders and Hawke’s Bay. In two half days they would have
encountered majestic white pine stands (much of it too large for them to cut) on either side of the
Peninsula and yellow birch (known as witch hazel in Newfoundland) in the Bay of Islands on the west
coast - which is ideal for a keel. Of course, we are using the tacit assumption that there was no “big
timber types” in the vicinity of L’anse aux Meadows. In truth, Leif’s camp had all the timber resources
in abundance close at hand. The tuckamore we see in the vicinity of L’anse aux Meadows is a poor
reflection of the stature of forests before they were exploited by early European settlers.

Even so, there has always been enough timber of a decent size at hand to enable almost every
coastal fishing community there is still a tradition of boat building wooden dories and trawlers and
occasionally schooners and replicas of galleons. There are still many fisher folk and outdoor
enthusiasts who build their own relatively large dories using little more that adze, chisels and block
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The Osberg boat uncovered from a burial
mound in 1903.

This clinker-built boat, being used for
salmon fishing on a shallow, is
constructed of Scots pine and Norway
spruce.

The Newfoundland Dory hauled up for the winter:
the age-old workhorse of the inland fisheries built
entirely of from woods

The sleek, canoe-like Gander river boat is ideal for fishing on fast-flowing,
shallow, rock rivers.

planes based entirely on timber from neighbouring forests - albiet the traditional methods are being
displaced of late by the use of power tools and fiberglass hulls.

The point being, from a Norse perspective, that it was not necessary to incorporate oak or
species with similar wood properties to build strong, durable sea worthy knörrs and longships
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5See archaeologist Dale Kennedy’s internet site http://birdcove.cjb.net.

Ruins of the last water-wheel sawmill in
Newfoundland at Deep Bight
(photographed in 1973) .

Up to the 1960's most of the sawn lumber for boat building and cooperage was produced the
age-old water-wheel and water-powered turbine sawmills. The use of waterpower dates back to
ancient Greece:

Cease from grinding, oh you toilers, women slumber still,
Even if the crowing rooster calls the morning star.
For Demeter has appointed nymphs to turn your mill,
And upon the waterwheel slighting here they are.
See how quick they twirl the axle whose revolving rays
Spin Heavy rollers quarried overseas.
So again we savour the delights of ancient days,
Taught to eat the fruits of Mother Earth in ease.

Antipater of Thessalonica (c 85 BC)

By 1000 AD, virtually every farming village in Europe had a water-driven grist mill.
Although Honnecourt (1235) provides us with a fanciful design for a water-powered sawmill to
emulate the principle of a two-man pit-saw, it would not have too many decades afterward that
someone invented a workable water-powered pit saw to saw large boles.

The point of mentioning sawmills, is that they are almost always located in sheltered,
forested bays and at the mouth of a river which led inland to a network of ponds that could be
conveniently used for transporting logs down to mill in winter. Before the sawmills came, the
‘logging’ routes were and still are highways for ancient trappers and latter-day sports hunters.

Considering Greenlanders were very much closer to Markland than Norway, it is surprising
is that none of the sagas say much about the seemingly inexhaustible supply of timber of the
Markland forests. At the very least, Markland’s timbers would have made them self-reliant in
shipping.

ECODYNAMIC-ARCHAEOLOGY

The great majority of archeological sites discovered are along the sea and lake shores on
relatively treeless sites. - prime examples being the Dorset site at Port aux Choix, the Beothuck
site at Boyd’s Cove, the Norse site at L’anse aux Meadows, the Basque site at Red Bay , John
Guy’s settlement at Cupids and Lord Baltimore’s site at Ferryland - all with somewhat obvious
surficial.

Not withstanding the many pre-European sites discovered among the coastal tuckamore
of the Bird Cove area5, the remains of the Moravian mission found in dense spruce forest by Hans
Rollman and his team near Makkovik is somewhat of an exception in terms of archaeological
discoveries on the Labrador coasts. The advantage in this case, as in Red bay, was existence of old

http://birdcove.cjb.net
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6See the refrence to a ‘big’ iron lense in the author’s companion paper Botanical-Chemical Analysis of
Peat Profiles at L’anse aux Meadows Norse Site.

maps which at least narrowed down the neighbourhood where the Moravian mission was located.

In an age when literacy and map-making were virtually confined to the high-priests and
learned cohorts, Norse mariners merely guesstimated their routes at best, it is reasonable to
assume that the sagas are a poor reflection of the true extent of Norse visits and perhaps even the
settlement of Markland and points south. Nor should we rule out the possibility that Norse and
their descendants (not necessarily those of the vanished Greenland Colony) and other Europeans
continued to frequent Markland up to the time the Basque came to fish at Red Bay.

The problem may be that archaeologist have tended to have been limited to searching for
remnants of the more obvious turf and stone buildings along a treeless coast rather than wooden
structures on a forested coast, per se. This is understandable, since after several hundred years,
wooden buildings in a forested area would have turned into compost within a century if natural
regeneration were vigorous. In such cases, usually only mineral artifacts are preserved under the
forest soils. Similarly, In cool moist climates, like L’anse aux Meadows the problem of peat bog
development also covers up, old settlements albeit that both mineral and biological artifacts like
the coil of roots, are preserved for millennia.

The search for Norse sites in the dense forests of Markland is not an entirely hopeless
exercise. However, it may require a very different strategy; i.e., instead initially focusing on to
finding structures and artifacts, it may well be that the nature of the forest ecosystem may provide
clues which would lead to discovery of human activity. Of course, there is nothing new in this
suggestion since it basically comes under the scope of ethnobotany. But all too often,
ethnobotanists and ecologists are usually consulted only after the discovery of major
archaeological find and digging has gotten well underway, and not at all in small finds. While the
plant specialists in concert with a host of specialists in the environmental sciences provide valuable
service in categorizing and describing the evolution of natural resources and even finding
anomalies that may be associated with early 6settlements. So far as I know, in the northern climes
at least, their expertise is rarely used in the discovery process per se.

One reason could be, that plant ecologists tend to view the vast, uninhabited hinterlands of
the boreal as pristine landscapes largely unaffected by human beings, other than pursuit of hunting
by first nations people - the exception being the use of fire by the Beothucks to coral caribou, and
such like. Hence, the notion of “climax” forest becomes deeply ingrained in minds of mainstream
ecologists. By contrast, archaeologists, intuitively at least, are constantly searching vectors of
human disturbance. Consequently, criterion for vegetation classification systems which reduce
vegetation assemblages into easily defined, somewhat static units, is often at odds with the
dynamical reality of disturbance processes and are, therefore, of limited use to archaeologists. The
dynamical aspects are discussed in greater detail below.
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White spruce

White spruce
cone

Tamarack.

Newfoundland Blue Fir
Newfoundland Blue bracted fir

While we lack a useful eco-archaeological scheme for Markland’s forests, nevertheless a
few native tree species in the region may be useful vectors of old, abandoned settlements. For
example, tamarack and white generally occur as scattered trees in ‘undisturbed’ forest. However,
aided by the fact that they can regenerate grassy meadows, where they become the dominant
species - quite often forming pure stands are almost always a clear indication of old settlements or
a frequently used campsite. While birch groves arise from natural disturbances alone, they also
develop on spruce and/or fir cutovers especially on the rich, moist but well-drained flat lands that
would be a prime site for settlement. It would be interesting to see whether birch groves, in which
workers toiled in building boats and cooperage over the winter, which George Cartwright
described in 1771 still exist. Chances are the birch has since been displaced by fir and spruce, but
there would still be signals in vegetation mosaic of past habitation. By implication, this prime site
for settlement in Cartwright’s view, may also have been the choice for the Norse.

Another possible indicator is the distribution of Newfoundland Blue Fir. It is found mainly
in on the coastal fringe mostly in the tuckamore - especially the exceptionally blue forms. There is
a bracted fir (Abies x phanerolepis) considered to be a natural hybrid between Balsam fir and
Fraser fir (the latter does not occur in Canada). But the cones of blue fir can be either bracted or
not which suggests there is considerable introgression between balsam for and the bracted fir. If
this is the case, then blue fir, which is found sporadically in balsam and/or bracted fir stands, and
occasionally as isolated trees, is a variant at best. Interestingly, the bluest forms are encountered
most frequently in tuckamore that is colonizing abandoned settlements and old manned
lighthouses.
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Bracted fir (Abies x phanerolepis)

Intermediate variant

Typical (bractless) balsam fir

Newfoundland blue fir

Interemediate

Circumstantial evidence suggests that the distribution the principal phenotypes and variants
of balsam fir, especially in the coastal tuckamore, may be related to the distribution of abandoned
settlements and lighthouses.
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7The author has published several papers on principles of spatiotemporal chaos in the context of
climatology; and afforestation see Robertson (1994, 1998, 2000) in the bibliography.

Whatever the merits of the associations between these trees and many other native and
introduced plants are archaeology, they point at least to a stronger case for integrating vegetation
dynamics in general - and forest dynamics in particular when focused on Markland - as an
ecodynamic-archaeological sub-discipline. To nudge the ‘ Markland’ ecodynamic-archaeology
philosophy along, I offer somewhat divergent approach to mainstream vegetation classification to
one that is based on the comparatively new paradigm of spatiotemporal chaos7. The fundamental
principle being that we would improve our chances of finding new Norse sites, if only we could
latch onto the changes in the forest mosaic which can be attributed directly or indirectly to the
Norse. Of course, it is hard field to hoe, but no less arduous than the pursuits other metaphysical
topics.

Forest Dynamics

Until the latter part of the 20th century, the impact of humans on the forests in the interior
of Labrador appears to have been comparatively benign. In other words, they have not changed
much from what many forest ecologists refer to as a 'mosaic-cycle' where changes are influenced
mainly by wildfire or, in the case of wet sites, as simply ‘climax’; i.e., reasonably predictable
vegetation successional trends.

Climax theorists tend to stress the biological aspects so that when shifts in climate occur,
then forest succession comprises a series of definable units of an ecosystem which trend toward a
new climax. However, the variability of climate and weather constantly changes the forest
dynamics so that forests are rarely, if ever, in equilibrium with the climate. This means that it is
virtually impossible to define and predict the impact of an 'average' climate on a particular forest
type beyond the crudest circumstances. For example, when climax theorists discuss the role of
disturbance in gap formation, they focus primarily on biotic factors and rarely ask how gaps are
formed and expanded by abiotic factors. One reason for this, of course, is the paucity of reliable
abiotic data due to the difficulty in measuring environmental variables over any but the shortest
spatiotemporal scales.

As a sort of a compromise to overcome the weakness in climax theory, the notion of a
“mosiac cycle” has come into vogue within the last decade or so. The cornerstone of mosaic-cycle
theory is that ecosystems consist of patches of 'mosaic stones' which cycle continuously through a
set of states, with adjacent patches cycling asynchronously (out of step).

However, taking the process further, dynamical systems theory is based on the principles
of “spatiotemporal chaos” approach is a more enlightened concept - especially from an
archaeologist’s point view. First, dynamical systems theory tends to stress the role of climate and
weather in landscape disturbance processes and patterning, more so than classical climax theorists
do.

Dynamical systems theory is, or should be, important to archaeological; especially in the
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current context searching for ancient coastal settlements mainly because coastal forests, notably
along high-energy coastlines such as “Markland,” is much more dynamic vegetation than the virgin
forests of interior Labrador; due not only to seasonal influence of the ocean, but also from much
frequent human disturbances where most of the settlements occur.

The man-made barrens in coastal Newfoundland and southern Labrador are also, in a
sense, are mosaic cycles created by strong, persistent dry winds in summer and frost-heaving in
winter. Eventually, trees colonize the barrens which when tall enough are harvested mostly for
firewood, then the drying and frosts start all over again.

To detect interactions between humans, climate and forests, we need to focus on the initial
(deterministic chaotic) events which trigger particular patterns of tree species assemblages and try
to sort out whether humans have any influence on what we would normally consider purely natural
disruptive processes - although, strictly speaking, humanity is part of the ecodynamics. For
convenience, humans are here considered a separate entity.

From an archaeological viewpoint, our interest in dynamical systems, i.e., spatiotemporal
chaotic phenomenon, is aimed at describing the deterministic processes such as anthropogenic
pattern-forming instabilities that govern the dynamics of vegetation mosaics in coastal forests.
Chaos is the initial condition that results in a patterned but only partially predictable instability,
such as a phase change from rain to freezing rain, or, in the case of forests, removal spruce which
favour’s birch, or colonization of ancient pastures by white spruce.

Over the millennia, various dynamical states evolve from both natural and human non-
equilibrium pattern-forming processes in coastal forests which have a large number of
deterministic chaotic elements and localized random shocks. The very act of creating a gap in the
forest for settlement, often superseded by different cultures, combined with, say, extreme climatic
events over a millennium, is a prime example of non-equilibrium pattern-forming processes. Of
course, archaeologists recognize such dynamics intuitively in the course of searching for
aberrations in landscape that may indicate the presence of ancient settlements.

For example, on the one hand, selective cutting of choice trees is an act representative of
deterministic chaos which equates with stabilizing (exploitive) processes. Whereas, localized
random shocks (e.g., patch cutting, followed by severe wind throw or frost damage), embedded
within the deterministic chaotic system, are responsible for the noisy (disruptive) transient states of
forest vegetation mosaics.

Furthermore, archaeologists, searching for Norse sites in “Markland” would benefit from
being able to recognize the fact that the interaction between humans and forests is a system of
interlocking stable and unstable states with a large number of chaotic (nonlinear) element that
characterizes atmosphere-forest-soil interactions. In other words, we need to distinguish between
three interlocking states that are predominantly associate natural (non-human) forest patterns -
namely, homogeneity (stable), periodicity and quasi-periodicity; versus spatiotemporal chaos,
which is quite often, by no means always, a hallmark of human disturbances.
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Tree-ring time series of mountain paper birch
from Hawke’s Bay, Great Northern Peninsula

Tree-ring time series of Yellow Birch from St.
Veronica’s, Bay D’ Espoir

Dynamically speaking, spatiotemporal chaos arises from a phenomenon known as
intermittency. This is an abrupt change from one dynamical state to another, such as damage to
parts of a forest caused by an episode of freezing rain or wind-throw caused by moderate winds
from an unusual direction. More often than not, the impact of these small, brief anthropogenic
events is the catalyst for major transformations in terms of the forest architecture and species
assemblages.

The dynamical and geometric complexity of forest mosaics is sometimes a good indicator
of ancient settlements and can be described by a simple fractal diversity index which relates the
roughness of a particular forest patch or landscape. In the case of forest mosaics, the magnitude of
a fractal dimension of patches that make up a forest mosaic reflects the geometrical and dynamical
complexity of the forest. Indeed, when examine tree rings to distinguish between human and
natural interactions, we can infer something about the ecosystem dynamics of the archeological
site.

This can be demonstrated the differences of tree ring patterns of a couple of mature birch
from distinctively different climatic zones, but in similar ecotypes. One was mountain paper birch
(Betula x cordifolia (Reg.) Fern.) located near Hawke's Bay, northwestern Newfoundland, and
grew on an exposed ridge within a dense balsam fir forest that was killed by the spruce budworm
(Choristoneura fumiferana (Clem.)) and was salvaged in
1991. The other was yellow birch (Betula lutea Michx.)
located close to St. Veronica's, Bay D' Espoir in southern
Newfoundland. This birch also grew within a budworm-
infested balsam fir forest that was also harvested in 1991.

The tree ring time series from Hawke's Bay on
the northwest coast of Newfoundland has a noisy random
with a very distinctive phase change (or bifurcation point)
occurring in 1899. The temptation is to ascribe the phase
change from excellent growth to a consistently slow rate
of growth to some sort of severe injury resulting freezing
rain, windstorm. However, that would explain the peaks and valleys prior to 1899. Perhaps, after
1899, that was the case initially. However, after the
sharp decline, which occurred over several years, the tree
rings settled to a new stable state characterized by
distinctly slower grow, it was more likely due to
harvesting followed by rapid regeneration of balsam fir
and possibly coupled with deterioration of the climate.

By contrast, Bay D' Espoir time series is what we
call a low-dimension chaos which is best described as a
pattern-forming instability. Were it not for the embedded
positive phase changes in the years 1904 and 1925, and
negative phase changes, 1929 (the year of great crash!)
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The shape of a typical “tree” in a the
tuckamore wave. (The numbers refer to
sections where discs were cut to determine the ages
from tree rings - plotted in the adjacent diagram..

and in 1963 (year of fires!). We can conclude that it is a fairly normal growth curve representative
of a stable, sheltered climate (which it still is) with very little if any human influence.

In the clonal wave krummholz (called tuckamore in Newfoundland) at L’ anse au Clair the
tree rings pattern is very ‘noisy’ and not much can be inferred from it in the way of human
influences. However, the striking differences in the patterns of tree rings between different disks
from the same stem, hints at a very dynamic climate characterized by loading of the stands by
freezing rain which break and bend stems and branches, and of variations in the periods when most
of the stand is buried under deep snow drifts - usually 3-4 months of the year. From a dynamical
standpoint, the patterns in tree ring time series of the typical wave tuckamore stem, serve to
highlight the principle interlocking states namely: namely, homogeneity (stable), periodicity and
quasi-periodicity; and spatiotemporal chaos which, presumably, are not influenced in any way by
human activities. Being a clonal tuckamore extending over many hectares, and regenerating
entirely by layering (epicormic shoots), the tuckamore as a whole cannot be dated by tree rings
from a single shoot (which in a sense is only a branch).
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